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PATENT OFFICE. 
ALFRED BUTCHER, of RoSELLE PARK, NEWJERSEY. 

MEAN's Foia, BURNING POWDERED FUEL. 
Application filed July 14, 

My invention relates to burners and has 
particular relation to means for and method 
of burning powdered fuel. 
One object of my invention is to provide 

apparatus of the character described which 
shall be of simple, compact and rugged de 
sign and shall lend itself to inexpensive 
quantity production methods of manufac 
ture, the several parts of which may be made 
on existing automatic machinery and assem 
bled with a minimum expenditure of time 
and money. ,? 
Another object of my inventionis to pro 

vide a method of burning powdered fuel 
which consists in causing the fuel to ap 
proximate the form of an expanding cone, 
wherein the fuel is moved spirally, and sub 
jecting said cone to a contracting corie of 
air, wherein an opposite spiral movement 
OCCIS, w . . . 

A further object of my invention is to pro 
vide a method which consists in forming a . 
spirally moving mass of powdered fuel in 
the shape of an expanding cone, intermin 
gling therewith a second expanding cone 
formed by an auxiliary fuel and subjecting 
oth fuels to air currents in the form of a 

contracting cone. 
A still further obj ect of my invention is 

to provide a burner for owdered fuel that 
shall be particularly applicable to small fur 
naces by reason of its relatively short flame. 
A still further object of my invention is 

to provide a burner of such design that the 
radiant heat from the furnace may be pre 
vented from directly striking the furnace 
front plate structure as well as substantially 
the entire exposed surface of the fuel dis 
charge passage. 
A still further object of my invention is 

to provide a burner of the character de 
scribed having means whereby the combus 
tion conditions within-the flame may be as 
certained from a remote point. 
A still further object of my invention is 

to provide means whereby the heavier por 
tions of the powedered fuel may be dis 
charged from the burner into a desired por 
tion of the flame. 
Other objects and applications of my in 

vention, as well as details of construction 
and operation, whereby my invention may 
be practiced, will he apparant more fully 
hereinafter, when taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, wherein m 

IFigure 1 is a vertical longitudinal section 

12 is formed on the front of the shell. 

1926. Serial No. 122,860. 

of a burner embodying the preferred form of 
any invention, showing the same mounted 
in a furnace wall; : 

Fig. 2 is a rear elevation of the structure 
shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a rear view of the stationary 
portion of the air register shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a view of the air register shutter; 
Fig. 5 is an elevation of one of the deflec 

tors mounted in the fuel discharge passage 
of burner; 

Fig. 6 is a transverse section taken ap 
proximately on the line 6-6 of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a detail section as seen from 
the line 7-7 of Fig.1. . . . 

Fig. 8 is a detail vertical longitudinal 
section of certain of the parts illustrated in 

g 

Fig. 1, showing a slightly modified form of 
burner and its associated feed pipe; 

Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig.1 showin 
another embodiment of my invention; an 

Fig. 10 is a rear elevation of the struc 
ture shown in Fig. 9. 

Referring to the preferred embodiment 
of my invention shown in Figs. 1 to 7, in 
clusive, the furnace wall 1 is provided with 
a passage 2 extending therethrough from 
the front side 3 to the rear side 4. 
The passage 2 is compose two portions 

designated 5 and 7. 
The portion 5 is preferably formed to 

receive a shell, comprising a spherical por 
tion 6 and a tubular portion 9, the inner end 
of the portion 6 terminating at a distance 
from the rear side 4 of the wall. The portion 7 comprises the rear part of 
the opening 2 not occupied by the shell 6, 
and, as shown, the portion 7 is flared out 
Wardly from the inner edge of the shell to 
the rear side 4 of the furnace wall, so as to 
provide a conical outlet having an increasing 
diameter. 
A transversely extending annular filange 

This 
flange is bolted to a plate 13 that is posi 
tioned in front of the furnace wall, being 
spaced slightly therefrom. - 
The plate 13 has an opening 11 therein 

which is of slightly less diameter than the 
diameter of the flange 12, but the opening 11 
is of sufficient diameter to permit the shell 
6 to be inserted therethrough when the parts 
are being assembled. 
The burner apparatus is disposed within 

the shell 6. Powdered fuel may be con veyed to such apparatus through an exter 
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1aily positioned casing in the form of. a. 
pipe it. This pipe is so designed that cur 
rents of air may be used to force the fuel 
into the burner. 
Monted within the end of the shell is an 

air register 18. This register comprises a 
central tubular portion 30 and outer and 
inner flanged ends 17 and 25, respectively. 
The outer end of the portion 30 of the 

air register aligns with the inner end of 
the pipe 14. In order to permit the outer 
end of the register to be secured to the in 
ner end of the pipe 14, the inner endl of the 
latter is formed with a flange 16 which is 
halted to the flange 17 of the air register. 
The register 18 is carried by the plate 13. 

For this purpose, the periphery of the flange 
17 is secured to the ?t 12 of the shell 6 
by means of bolts 19. 
The flange 17 of the register 18 closes the 

end of the shell 6. However, to permit air 
currents to pass inwardly through the shell, 
openings 21 are formed in the flange 17. 
Webs 22 are formed on the exterior of 

the tubular portion 30 of the air register 
between the flages 17 and 25 thereof. These 
webs are so disposed with espect to the cen 
tral tubular portion of the register and the 
opening 21 in the flange 17 as to provide a 
plurality of air deflecting vanes that are 
adapted to in part a spiral movement to the 
air currents flowing through the openings 21 
into the shell 6. 
The volune of air passing through the 

openings 21 of the air register may be con 
trolled by a shutter 26. Preferably the shut 
ter is in the form of à perforated circular 
plate nounted for rotation in a recess 27 
formed in the front face of the flange 17 of 
the air 1'egister 18, and retained therein by a 
ringr 28. 

he ('inter of the shutter is formed with a 
relatively large circular opening 32 in which 
is insertel the inter end of the pipe 14. If 
Fo desired, the flango 16 of the pipe 14 nay 
: it as shown in Fig. 1, so as to engage to 
portio: of the shter surroundling the open 
ing 32, ad, the rely retain the central por 
tion of the shatter if position. 
The slutter 26 is provided with (leniings 

29 that are similar in for to the openings 
21 of the air register. 
The openings 29 are adapted in one posi 

tion to register directly with the openings 
21. A movement, however of the shitter 
causes a partial closing of the openings 21, 
lepending upon the extent of novement, so 
that the air supply for the burner at this 
point may be decreased, or completely cut 
off,' and reliance had merely upon the air 
employed to carry the to widered fuel to the 
burner. 

Attached to the flange 25 of the air regis 
ter 18 is a fage 24 e a barner mozzie 31. 
}'his mozzle comprises a tube that is langi and is septured thereto hy 

tudinally ?is?ºosed in alignment with the 
portion 30 of the register. 
The inner end or tip of the nozzle 31 is 

contracted to provide a restricted outlet 35. 
The burner outlet is so designed that the 7, 

fuel discharged therefrom may be caused to 
assume the for in of an expanding cone. 
As a result of so converging the walls of 

the discharge passage at the burner outlet 
35, the cone is of such character that the 
velocity of the fuel will be substantially 
zero at a relatively short distance from the 
burner. 

For example, combustion ray be complet 
cd within a zone seven feet from the burner, 
as compared with a zone of twenty-five fect 
from the usual type of burner. 

In order that the heavier portions of the 
fuel normally settling to the bottom of the 
nozzle 31 may be discharged into the top of 
the flanne, as well as into the side and bottom 
of the flame, I provide a deflector 36 (see 
Figs. 1, 5 and 6). 
The deflector 36 comprises a pair of 

spaced circular walls which are intercon 
nected by a plurality of radially disposed 
webs 37. 

Intermediate successive 
vanes 39. . 
The vanes 39 are of such dimensions and 

are so disposed between the spaced circular 
walls of the deflector as to leave apertures 
38 for the passage of the powdered fuel. 
The vanes 39 are also inclined with re 

spect to the webs 37 so that a spiral move 
clination of the vanes is such that the spiral 
novement imparted to the fuel will be 
in a direction opposite to the spiral move 
ment of the air currents flowing through 
the air register. 
The position of the deflector 36 relative 

to the outlet 35 of the nozzle 31 also controls 
the effect of the cleflector on the flate. 
Therefore, in order to provide means for 

adjusting the relative position of the de 
flector 36 with respect to the outlet 35, I pro 
vide a tubular adjusting rod 41. - 
The rod 41 is disposed longitudinally in 

the air register 18 and the nozzle 31, and 
projects outwardly through an opening 44 
in the pipe 14. . W \ 
The inner end of the rod 41 may termi 

nate adjacent to the outlet 35, as shown by 
Fig. 1. - 
The inner end of the rod 41 has a threaded portion 42 which is engaged by a threaded 

sperture 43 formed centrally in the de 
floctor 36. 
The portion of the pipe 14 in which the 

opening 44 is formed has a flange 46 
The end of the rod 41 has a threaded por 

tion 51 on to which is screwed a plate 48. 
The plate 48 engages with the flange 46, 

bolts 47. rea is if 

webs 37 are 
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As the men her 41 is tubular throughout 
its length, it provides a sight hole that per 
mits: accurate observation of the combuistion 
conditions within the fame frunn an externa 

is point. 
Should the fuel be very coarse, it is de 

isirable to provide the burner with a second 
deflector. 
Sol leflector, indicated by the ni ineral 

52, may be mounted in the fuel passage in 
advance of the deflect or 36, as shown by Fig. 
1. If so disposed, the deflect or 52 will be 
positioned within the air register 18. 
The deflector 52 may he similar in for to 

the «!efhoctor 36 p1?g? vioils]y dle?sc??i}»edl, loi?i the 
var es thereof shºuld be inclino in a direc 
ies: opposite to the vanes of the die fleei or 36, 
so that the fuel will be given a spiral move 
alent in the same direction as the direction 
given to the air which is deflected by the 
varies of the air register 18, but in the oppo 
site direction to that cased by the vanes 39 
if the isfactor 36. 

"The defector 52 is provided with a cen 
::..: i ºi i tº!, reaciel aperturo (3 for eniga grenu 1ent 

with a threaded portion 5-4 on the line 
4:r 41. 
The threaded portions 53 and 54 have a 
itch opposite to those for the deflector 36, 

so that the two deflector's lay be moved 
twards each other or a way from each other 
is in the turning of the meliber 41. 

‘i he deflectors 36 and 5:2 ha ve lugs 45 
3. "J'ad on their peripheries (see Fig 5), 

37; V, 4. ligges are mountel in a groei ve 333 
'd longitudinally in the litton of the 

; i la s-ase (si e Fig. 1). 
thi- 11 anner the de flet tors vill be pre 

* , , , , ; sil f; roi { trying in the i; ''e of the fiel 
; : '..sage when the ener 1 is a ?tated. 

A radiation one or deflector i, 5 is noint 
in the discharge ent of the nozzle 31, 

"{ 1, (' {{{fleet ()r” ??) ("()))}}}}''i>{\s it pair of 
(el iner ald Gier" wal- 56 and 57, re 

is is 'ctively. 
\s shown cle: v ii) iii. 1, the was of 

i}, i (teflector are sherically rve in the 
('e?tion of the disch: 'Yo outlet 2:5 of the 
i rer. 

interconnecting the walls 56 and 7 of the 
ti' it? r 55 are webs 58. These wells re 

; 

) 

ve a plurality of air passages 59. 
De to the contour of the wil is of the de 

flector 55 the air passages 53 have er largød 
' it ends (i facing the filiate f { } ; ; 
: e si riet ed out lets in proximity to the cis 

1: 'ge nutlet of the hirne". 
The inner will 36 of the defleet or 5 titly 
, st perted in spaced relatio i o {i , " nozzle 
1 by neans (if extensions (33 for to in 

wai'ily from the wall: 58 
This construction enables the defleto: 55 

is a unit to be moved longitudinally on the 
y;;?o'?';;?r foj? ?a !imjf(yôl distän(ro. 

'i.e. iii. r edges of the wal's 56 and 57 of t 
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the deflector 55 are intercollected by a wall 
(36 of the frusto-conical form. 
The wall 66 is disposed inwardly from the 

o ter spherical wall 57. 
Formed in the wall 66 are a plirality of 

air outlet openings 67. 
The tip of the burner 31 is kept cool by 

the flow of air through the space between 
its exterior und the inner wall 56 of the (le 
fle('tor 55. 
The walls 56 and 7 of the leflector 55 are 

likewise cooled by the air cirrents flowing 
the 'ebetween. 
The space between the outer waii 57 of 

the deflector 55 ant t te shell (5 forms aan uir 
p:Isstige 69. 
The passage (69, die to the ' ntour of the 

deflector $5 at the shelt ti ce in veriges 
towards te barner 11; fiets. 
The air (''ti 'reits (indicated by arrows in 

Fig. 1) traversing the passage (39 for in a 
contracting cone wis' rein a spiral lovenient 
occurs, which i (yet) ; it is () i? site to that 
inaparted to the fuel y the tet ''t or 36. 
When the powdered fuel is the firm of 

ai expanding come is discharire il tro gh 
the outlet 35 of the burner, it mixes with the contracting cone of air flowing through the 
openings (37 in the deflector 55, and a sub 
stantially straight line motion will be im 
arted to the flame 
3y reason of the fact that the fel and air 

have opposite spiral novement. a thorough 
mixing of the air anal file is sired. This 
consequient ily results i r 'e:t e' } our 14 r 
efficiency. r 

The angie of the fl: 1ie 11:y be vºr d ly 
noving the i deflector 5. f { } w': 'lis: , " " way 
from the furnace rint file liiting osition 
being when the fel ce i si el ars to out 
het opening 8 as well as the con: ward Iv flar 
ing portion t. A ful trí her finet ion of the 
deflector 55 is tij ( preventio, ' ! po dis 
integration of the furmace irant by the radi 
ant het from the furface. 

Te; this en thc vivals 57 : ) (3(; of the 
deflector 55 are so des ºrned that r:{{lant l'ent 
passing through the shell is revente, it in 
iirectly striking arts on rising { } o 'i'. 
na 'e front late structure. viz... , fle; inge 
17 and the air control shutter 26 of i: ;r 
retrict or S. and the wall of the tubular : - 
iinr £) in the shell (6. 
The Walls 57 and (6 also prevent ri diant 

leat froni dire, tiv st Irilking the renia in i ng 
tLS S SS S S ttS rySSSSSSS SLL SSS S LL 

» et a r. list í v elv - tail er gre ortion of the 
; : ? , t , t ,,. 

'' e inner y : F6 allo sve; lo rivent. 
''<!{{'} } }",! (! ! | 1 | 1 || 1 ("It it > 1);ass (": { || r() 11{x}) t}} ( shir 
(??if } (}{: {:T } * { } ) ( (t( {{(''{{{1}'' ; ) (?"()) !! stril: ingr: 
direcily t!ie jurier l); 1'ts ist notod. 

In ope: tie in e vyriered fuel is conveyod 
through the tuli: a portion 3() of the air 
register and the burner nozzle 31 by means 
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of air currents. As the fuel passes through 
the deflector 36 it is given a spiral move 
ment which it maintains upon being dis 
charged through the outlet 35 of the nozzle 
31. The converging walls of the burner out 
let cause the swirling fuel to spread out in 
the form of an expanding cone. The dimen 
sion of this cone is partially determined by 
the position of the deflector 55 relative to 
the discharge end of the nozzle. 
The cone of fuel is subject to air currents 

which enter the shell 6 through the openings 
21 in the air register 18 and are discharged 
through the air passages 67 in the form of a 
contracting cone having a spiral movement 
reverse to that imparted to the fuel by the 
deflector 36. • 
Duo to the constru (tion of the wall 56 

of the ... y ºtor 55. and die also to the rela - 
tive position of the deflector to the outlet 
of the burner a space 64 is provided around 
the tip of the burner through which space 
air is supplied to the fuel immediately adja 
cent to the tip of the turner. . 
The current of air flowing through the 

space 64 will maintain the tip of the burner 
in a relatively cool condition. 
When such powdered fuels as anthracite 

coal, coke, oil refinery coke, breeze and other 
fuels low in volatile hydrocarbons are to be 
used, I provide the apparatus with an auxil 
iary fuel burner 71. This form of the in 
vention is shown by Fig. 8. 
The burner 71 may be positioned within 

the fuel discharge passage 35 of the nozzle 
31, and be supplied with fuel through a 
feed pipe 72 passing through the tubular 
member 41 and supported thereby. 
The burner 71 is so designed that the fuel 

passes therefrom in the form of an expand 
ing cone which mixes with the powdered 
fel passing from the discharge outlet 35 
of the nozzle 31, thereby providing an ex 
trenely valuable fuel. - 
When this for of the invention is used 

the cones of fuel are subjected to the air 
currents that enter the shell 6 through the 
openings 21 of the air register 18 and 
through the air passage 69 in the form of a 
contra (“ting cone ha vir a spiral movement 
opposite to that imparted to the pulverizing 
fel lov the deflector 36 in a manner sinnillar 
to that previously described. 
As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, my invention 

also elodies an alternative form of cone 
deflector in which a single spherical wall 74 
is used. This deflector has one end 75 dis 
posed contiguous to the discharge end 35 
of the nozzle 31. The end 75 is provided 
with a relatively short outwardly flaring 
flange 76. The flange is so designed as to 
insure a maximum spreading of the burner 
fiane. . v . 
The end 75 of the deflector is 'spaced 
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slightly from the discharge end 35 of the 6s 
nozzle 31 so that the latter will be cooled 
by air currents flowing through the deflec 
tor. 
The wall 74 of the deflector and the shell 

6 form a passage 77 that functions in a unan 
ner similar to the passage 69 Slown in 
Fig. 1. 
The supply of air to the passage 77 may 

be increased by forming longitudinal slots 
78 in the wall 74 of the deflector near the 
outer edge thereof. These slots aire cut 
through the wall 74 of an angle so that the 
air flowing therethrough will he caused to 
swirl in the same direction as is produced 
by the vanes of the air register S. 
The passage of the air tragi te slots 

78 also results in a further tooling of the 
wall 74. - 
The contour of the val 7 is ei lat te 

deflector shown in Fir:, } : n } { i } is is 8. 
Olter strface for lile( Í \', it i : . ('ll r \'att;'. í {{- 
raclit is of which is - ; ; ; ; a it is ; ; 
curvature of the w; it f ; ; 
55. Hence, radia it le; will be 

7) 

s 

80 

from striking the it pr:rtant it is of it 
burner nozzle, and tie silots 3 are . . . . . 
clined that the retia int beat canrot pass li 
rectly through the sale. 
The operation of the struct tre so 's' in i 

Figs. 9 and 10 is otherwise the safe is is. 
dicated for the proceding tigtires of the 
drawings, however, it sh i ild be note (i that 
the cone deflector last (lescribed -li Teren 
tiates over the preferred eitlodient of the 
invention in the elii) ination of the inner 
wall 56 and the apertired inner on wall 66. 
While I have shown only certain embodi 

ments of my inventi). for the purpose of 
describing the sa ne i tad ili istrating is prin 
ciples of constriction a let operation. it is ap 
parent that varios hanges and modifica 
tions inay be made tie rein without depart 
ing from the spirit, of my in vention, and I 
desire, therefore, that only such limitations 
shall be imposed thereon as are indicated 
by the appended claims or as are demanded 

95 

by the prior art. 
What I claim is: 
1. The combina fi« on vv jt li i furnier, wall 

having a spherically formed olening there 
in of a shell mount? wit it airl (ening, 

5 

said shell having : ) ( pe end - Provice 
with a laterally projecting lange, a plate 
disposed in front of sail wall, (ins for se. 
curing said flange it said plate a burner 
tube disposed within said shell, an air reg 
ister disposed coaxi illy With sail t?be, said 
air register having a lange overlapping the 
flange of said shell aid secured the reto, said 
flange having openings formed the rein, a 
plurality of vanes extensing from the edge 
of said openings in wardly of the said air 
register, and a rotary shutter nuo inted in 
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the front of air register flange, and havin 
openings aligning with the openings in ES 
air register flange. 

2. The combination with a furnace wall 
having a spherically formed opening, of a 
shell mounted within said opening, a burner 
tube disposed within said shell, means for 
deflecting fuel through the burner tube and 
for imparting a spiral movement thereto, 
means surrounding the burner tube and clos 

s 

ing one end of the shell for delivering spiral 
air currents through the shell, and a deflec 
tor mounted on the discharge end of the 
burner tube, said deflector having inner and 
outer spherically curved walls, a plurality of interconnecting spacing walls forming 
passages, and an apertured end wall of frus 

s 

to-conical form interconnecting the said 
curved walls. ALFRED BUTCHER. 


